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We study nonperturbative pair production in electric fields with lightlike inhomogeneities, using
complex worldline instantons. We show that the instanton contribution to the pair production probability
is a complex contour integral over the instanton itself, and that pair production in the considered fields
can be recast in terms of Cauchy’s residue theorem. The instantons contribute residues from the poles
they circulate (i.e. give local contributions), and the invariance of complex integrals under contour
deformation manifests in the instanton contributions as invariance under a set of generalized, complex,
reparametrizations.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There is a drive to better understand pair production in
electromagnetic fields, spurred both by its nonperturbative
nature [1–3] and by experimental prospects for observing
pair production using intense lasers [4–12].
Worldline path integral methods have proven powerful
for such investigations [13–17] (and have a wealth of other
applications [18–21]). There are though few exact analytic
results for pair production in realistic fields with multidi-
mensional inhomogeneities [22,23]. In order to better
understand this difficult problem, it seems sensible to
exhaust our knowledge of the three simplest cases, namely
fields depending on a single timelike, spacelike, or lightlike
coordinate.
In the lightlike case the pair production probability, or
rather the imaginary part of the effective action, is given
exactly by a locally constant approximation [24,25]. This
surprising simple result does not extend to time-dependent
or position-dependent fields [26,27], but has been rederived
using both functional [28] and worldline methods [29]. Our
goal is therefore not to give another derivation, but to
understand more about why localization occurs. The
simplicity of the result suggests that a symmetry may be
at play; this is an intriguing prospect given the fundamental
importance of symmetry in QFT.
We will uncover this symmetry below, by considering
pair production in the language of worldline instantons.
These are periodic solutions to the classical equations
of motion, and their classical action gives the dominant,
nonperturbative, contribution to the effective action
[13–16]. Worldline instantons are typically taken to be
real loops in Euclidean space but, as described in detail in
[30], they will in general be complex. (Complex instantons
are widely studied in more general contexts, see [31–34]
and references therein.) Wewill see that fields with lightlike
inhomogeneities offer an ideal system for studying com-
plex worldline instantons, and by doing so we will be able
to reveal new structure.
We will show that the contribution of these complex
instantons to the effective action are contour integrals over
the instantons themselves, and are residues from poles, i.e.
points. Further, the instanton contributions are invariant
under what can be viewed as a complex extension of the
reparametrization invariance which underlies the worldline
formalism [35,36]. We will show that this symmetry, which
simply corresponds to the freedom to deform integration
contours in the complex plane as per the residue theorem, is
responsible for the localization of the instanton contribu-
tions to the classical action.
This paper is organised as follows. In Sec. II we briefly
review some necessary background and describe our field
model. We then present the complex instanton solutions for
constant electric fields and show that their contribution to
pair production admits a boostlike symmetry. In Sec. III we
reveal the complex structure in the instantons of arbitrary
lightfront-time dependent fields, present explicit solutions
for the Sauter and oscillating fields, and discuss their
generalized reparametrizaton invariance. We conclude
in Sec. IV.
II. BACKGROUND
The pair production probability in an electromagnetic
field is in the worldline approach built from instantons.
These are periodic solutions to the equations of motion of
the classical worldline action S,
S ¼ −m
2
2
T −
Z1
0
dτ
_x:_x
2T
þ e
Z1
0
dτ _x:AðxÞ; ð1Þ
where τ parametrizes the worldline, a dot is a τ-derivative,
and T is proper time.
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Define lightfront coordinates x ¼ t z, x⊥ ¼ fx; yg,
then our electric field is EðxþÞ ¼ −2∂þA−ðxþÞ, polarized
in the z direction. Two motivations for studying these fields
are, as already stated, understanding the localization of the
effective action which is seemingly particular to the light-
like case, and the study of complex rather than (Euclidean-)
real instantons. The instantons in the lightlike case will
necessarily be complex because rotating EðxþÞ ¼ Eðtþ zÞ
to Euclidean space would introduce both real and imagi-
nary parts into the action (1). For this reason nothing is
gained by explicitly introducing Euclidean variables, and
we therefore work with Minkowski variables throughout.
As phenomenological motivation one may argue as
follows: consider two colliding, transverse, laser pulses
traveling in the z directions, i.e. depending essentially on
t z. It is common to take a time-dependent field EðtÞ as a
rough model for the standing wave formed in the focus of
these two colliding pulses. Now consider instead a single
laser pulse, depending on tþ z, which is focused.
Focussing introduces a longitudinal electric field which
will also depend on tþ z, as well as acquiring e.g. a z
dependence describing the focusing [37]. It is mainly this
component of the field which can be responsible for pair
production. We therefore take the longitudinal field EðxþÞ
to be a rough model of the longitudinal field in a focused
laser pulse. Note that neither our fields nor time-dependent
electric fields EðtÞ obey Maxwell’s equations in vacuum.
This is unavoidable if one is to make analytic progress,
however. For a recent discussion of this issue see [38].
Returning to (1), we wish to solve the equations of
motion. To keep this discussion concise we eliminate T
using a saddle point approximation, following [13,15],
which gives a nonlocal action. Periodicity requires that
the x⊥ are constant here, and they decouple. Writing
eE=m≡ E, the only nontrivial equations of motion are then
ẍ ¼ iaEðxþÞ_x; _x2 ¼ _xþ _x− ¼ −a2: ð2Þ
Periodic solutions to (2) exist only for certain a. We will
look for solutions with a real and positive because then the
classical action and pair production probability P evaluated
on the solution become, as in [15],
iS ¼ −ma
2
and P ∼ exp

−
ma
2

: ð3Þ
A. Constant fields
Consider first the instanton solutions to (2) for constant
fields. The real solutions are circles in (Euclidean) t–z
space of fixed radius 1=E [13,15]. As observed in [30]
though, instantons will in general be complex. By studying
these general solutions we will be able to reveal new
structure. For constant fields the general periodic solution
to (2) is
xþðτÞ ¼ cþ þ 1
m
re2nπiτ; x−ðτÞ ¼ c− − m
E2r
e−2nπiτ;
ð4Þ
where periodicity requires a ¼ 2nπ=E, and dimensionless r
can be taken real and positive, as any phase in r can be
absorbed into a τ reparametrization. The instantons (4) are
complex, being circles in both the complex xþ and x−
planes. Their centers c are arbitrary as this system is
translation invariant. The radii of the circles are inversely
proportional, but also arbitrary, see Fig. 1. (To recover the
solution in [13,15] take r ¼ m=E and rotate t → it.) The
classical action (3) is independent of r, as is the mass-shell
relation in (2). Note that changing r → r0 is equivalent to
rescaling, for φ ≔ logðr0=rÞ,
_xþ → eφ _xþ; _x− → e−φ _x−; ð5Þ
which has the same form as a Lorentz boost of the instanton
momenta (in lightfront coordinates), rapidity φ in the z
direction. The Lorentz invariant _x2 and the classical action
are naturally boost invariant. We explain below what lies
behind this invariance, and how it extends to inhomo-
geneous electric fields depending on xþ.
III. INSTANTONS AND RESIDUES
To begin, define h…i to be the proper-time average over
τ ∈ ½0; 1. Integrating the xþ equation of motion in (2) with
an integrating factor gives an implicit relation from which a
and the pair production probability (3) are determined by
periodicity:
_xþð1Þ ¼ eiahEi _xþð0Þ⇒ a ¼ 2nπhEi ; ð6Þ
where signðnÞ ¼ signðhEiÞ so that a > 0. Here n ∈ Z is the
winding number of the velocity _xþ about the origin, as seen
by writing 2nπi ¼ hiaEi ¼ hẍþ=_xþi. n is therefore the
“turning number” of the instanton xþ [39]. Integrating (2)
directly gives
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FIG. 1 (color online). The complex instantons in a constant
electric field for r ¼ 2; 1; 1=2 (dotted, dashed, solid) and E ¼ m.
As r → 0 the xþ instanton shrinks to a point, while the x−
instanton expands.
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_xþðτÞ ¼ iaAðxþðτÞÞ; ð7Þ
in which the potential A obeys A0 ¼ E. Note that there is
no (gauge) freedom in the integration constant: integrating
(7), the requirement that xþ be periodic fixes the integration
constant such that hAi ¼ 0; the constant is therefore
dependent on the instanton solution itself. See also
[15,16]. (It follows from (7) that the instantons will not
self-intersect.)
Our key observation is that all expectation values can be
rewritten as contour integrals in the complex plane.
Consider for example the identity
1 ¼ h1i ¼
Z1
0
dτ
_xþ
_xþ
¼ n
ia
I
inst
dz
AðzÞ ; ð8Þ
where the contour is the instanton itself. n appears here as
the number of times the parametrization covers the closed
curve; for simple curves, this is indeed equal to the turning
number ([39] Sec. 5.7). It follows from (8) that there must
be at least one pole z ¼ z within the instanton loop at
which the potential AðzÞ ¼ 0. We assume for simplicity
that AðzÞ is analytic within the loop, and that 1=AðzÞ has a
single simple pole there: this will be the case for our later
examples. Extensions will be discussed below and consid-
ered in [40].
Combining (8) and (6) shows that the classical action of
an instanton is the residue from the pole at z:
1
hEi ¼
1
2πi
I
inst
dz
AðzÞ ¼
1
EðzÞ
: ð9Þ
The instanton contribution to the pair production prob-
ability therefore comes from a point in the complex xþ
plane, even though the instanton itself is a nontrivial loop.
The pole is located at the centroid of the instanton, hxþi:
hxþi ¼ n
ia
I
inst
dz
z
AðzÞ ¼
hEi
EðzÞ
z ¼ z: ð10Þ
Combining (9) and (10) gives
hEðxþÞi ¼ EðhxþiÞ: ð11Þ
This tells us that the instanton contributions to the effective
action localize. This happens because the instantons cir-
culate poles in the complex plane, and therefore contribute
only residues from points. Thus we see why the non-
perturbative exponential part of the pair production prob-
ability localizes in lightfront-time dependent fields. In
order to extend this result to the whole effective action
we would clearly need to see how localization occurs in the
“prefactor” contributions from fluctuations around the
instantons. However, as stated earlier, we are interested
here in understanding more about how and why localiza-
tion arises, rather than recovering known final results. We
therefore continue to focus on the structure and symmetries
of the instantons themselves.
We turn now to the x− solution. Integrating the mass-
shell condition _x− ¼ −a2=_xþ, periodicity requires
0 ¼ x−ð1Þ − x−ð0Þ ¼
I
inst
dz
A2ðzÞ : ð12Þ
Picking up the pole at hxþi implies we must have
E0ðhxþiÞ ¼ 0. The instantons therefore circulate the electric
field extrema. This is a consequence of using the saddle-
point approximation for T—for extensions see [40].
We can confirm all this structure for constant E by using
(4), as all τ integrals can be performed explicitly. We have
hxþi ¼ cþ, so the potential obeying hAi ¼ 0 is
AðzÞ ¼ Eðz − cþÞ: ð13Þ
The inverse potential has a simple pole at cþ ¼ hxþi with
residue 1=E. Note the importance of the constant term in the
potential. As 1=A2 has no residue, E0 ≡ 0 here, x− is
periodic for arbitrary instanton positions, consistent
with (4).
We have now seen that the instanton contribution to pair
production is a contour integral over the complex instanton
itself. By the residue theorem, though, the value of the
integral is invariant under deformation of the contour. In
particular, it is invariant as we contract the contour around
the pole. Remarkably, this freedom is found in the
instantons themselves. For a constant field, variation of r
describes that subset of deformations for which the contour
remains an (instanton) solution of the equations of motion.
Equation (4) shows that reducing r means uniformly
contracting xþ to its centroid, i.e. contracting the contour
around the pole of the integrand in (9). Thus the invariance
of the classical action under changes in r is simply the well-
known statement that the value of a contour integral is
independent of the exact form of the contour. We now
verify these arguments for inhomogeneous fields using
explicit examples.
A. Sauter pulse
Our first example is the Sauter pulse,
EðxþÞ ¼ E0sech2ωxþ: ð14Þ
The instanton solutions are, for E0 > 0 and n ∈ Zþ,
ωxþ ¼ sinh−1re2nπiτ; a ¼ 2nπ=E0: ð15Þ
x− is found by integrating −a2=_xþ, but the explicit form is
unrevealing. For small r the instanton (15) is approximately
circular, as for a constant field. As r → 1 from below, the
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instanton becomes elliptic and then “sharp,” see Fig. 2. As
observed in [23], the instanton is being reflected from the
pole of the electric field at ωxþ ¼ iπ=2. If we try to push
the instantons past this pole by taking r ¼ 1 then the
argument in (15) crosses the branch points of sinh−1 on
the imaginary axis, and fails to be periodic. This describes
the “breaking” of the instanton across the singularity in the
field.
A direct calculation shows that the centroid hxþi is
independent of r. Indeed hxþi ¼ 0, to which the instanton
contracts as r → 0. We can show explicitly that the action
localizes on the pole contribution:
hEi ¼ E0

τ þ i log½1þ r
2e4iπnτ
4πn

1
0
¼ E0 ¼ EðhxþiÞ:
ð16Þ
Under changes in r, the instanton velocities _x do not
transform as simply as in (5)—we return to this below, once
we have seen a second example. We have however the same
invariances as for the constant field case: both the Lorentz
scalar _x2 and the classical action are r-independent, see
(16). Taking r → 0 again contracts the integration contour
in (9) around the pole of the integrand, through instanton
solutions to the equations of motion.
B. Sinusoidal field
The original derivation of the effective action in the
considered system was only for electric fields of fixed sign
[24,25]. One might imagine that locality is lost if one
abandons this assumption. We therefore consider here an
exactly soluble case where the field indeed changes sign.
We consider the sinusoidal field
EðxþÞ ¼ E0 sinωxþ; ð17Þ
which has two extrema per cycle. Taking E0 > 0 the two
corresponding instantons are, with n ∈ Zþ,
ωxþðτÞ ¼ 2tan−1  1 − re
2nπiτ
1þ re2nπiτ ; a ¼ 2nπ=E0:
ð18Þ
One can verify directly that hωxþi ¼ π=2, independent of
r. The instantons therefore circulate the two field extrema.
For small r the instantons are approximately circular again.
As r → 1 from below, the instantons expand up toward, but
never reach, the singularity in E at complex infinity, see
Fig. 3. For r ¼ 1 the instantons “break,” i.e. fail to be
periodic.
The x− instantons are
x−ðτÞ ¼ c−∓ ω
2E2
ðre2nπiτ − r−1e∓2nπiτÞ; ð19Þ
also shown in Fig. 3. (The Keldysh parameter is γ ¼ ω=E
[15].) For r < 1 the expectation value hEi of the electric
field contributing to pair production is
hEi ¼ E0

τ þ i log½1þ r
2e4πniτ
2πn

1
0
¼ E0; ð20Þ
confirming again that hEðxþÞi ¼ EðhxþiÞ. Hence we see
that the instantons in a sinusoidal field also give local
contributions, even though the field changes sign.
It is interesting to speculate on how a nonlocal con-
tribution could arise in general. One candidate is an
instanton which circulates multiple poles (zeros of the
potential) and therefore yields contributions from several,
rather than a single, point. Recall from (6) that periodicity
requires ahEi ¼ 2nπ; this implies that
1 12
1
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2
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r 0
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1
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5
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FIG. 2 (color online). Left: the xþ instantons in the Sauter pulse for r ¼ 1=5; 3=5; 4=5; 19=20; 999=1000. As r → 0 the instantons
contract to the origin, while as r → 1 they are reflected from the poles of the electric field at ωxþ ¼ π=2 [23]. Middle: the x−
instantons for the same values of r and ω ¼ E, which expand as the xþ instantons contract. Right: a projection of the instantons in xþ–x−
space for r ¼ 3=5; 4=5; 19=20 (blue, yellow, green).
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1 ¼ ahEi
2nπ
¼ 1
2πi
I
inst
E
A
; ð21Þ
which is just the logarithmic derivative ofA. The argument
principle then requires that the number of zeros N and
number of poles P (counted with multiplicity) which the
instanton circulates must obey
N–P ¼ 1: ð22Þ
It can easily be confirmed that in the constant, Sauter and
sinusoidal fields above we have N ¼ 1 and P ¼ 0, con-
sistent with (22).
It follows that an instanton which circulates multiple
zeros of the potential, N > 1, must also circulate poles of
the potential, P > 0, in order to satisfy (22). For the
sinusoidal field, this tells us that an instanton which circles
both the positive and negative field maxima, i.e. two poles
of the potential, N ¼ 2, must also circulate a simple pole,
P ¼ 1. However, sine is an entire function and the only
pole of the field is at infinity. We might try to force one of
our solutions past this pole by taking r > 1; doing so,
though, the instanton circling the e.g. positive field maxi-
mum instead simply jumps to circulate the negative field
maximum with r → 1=r, as can be verified from the
explicit expression (18).
So, the instantons in (17) localize around single field
maxima, as for the Sauter field, above. One can though
imagine that instantons with P ≠ 0 exist, for example, in
fields with less symmetry than (17), and it is certainly
straightforward to construct examples. The question of how
or if such instantons contribute to Γ is an interesting topic
for future study.
C. Invariance
We turn finally to the behavior of the instantons under
changes in r. The instantons (4), (15), (18), (19) all behave
differently under such changes, depending on the form of
EðxþÞ, but the classical action is always invariant. We unify
this behavior as follows.
Observe that r may be absorbed into the exponents
in all our expressions by writing r expð2πniτÞ →
expð2πniðτ − τ0ÞÞ. As already stated, a real τ0 can be
removed by a proper time reparametrization without
physical consequence. What we have found is that the
pair production probability in fields EðxþÞ is also invariant
under “generalised reparametrizations” with τ0 imaginary.
Even though the instantons change under these reparamet-
rizations, their classical action is invariant. The reason is
simply that the complex reparametrizations correspond to
contour deformations allowed by the residue theorem,
which leave the value of the contour integral invariant.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The worldline instantons which give the leading con-
tribution to the pair production probability in electric fields
EðxþÞ are complex. The instanton contributions are con-
tour integrals over the instantons themselves. These con-
tributions are invariant under certain transformations which
may be interpreted as complex reparametrizations (and
which for constant fields resemble boosts). This complex
reparametrization invariance simply expresses the invari-
ance of complex line integrals under contour deformation,
as per Cauchy’s residue theorem. It follows that even
though the instantons are nontrivial loops, they contribute
only residues from poles at certain points. This explains the
locality of the effective action found previously [24,25]. We
have shown that this structure exists even for the well-
studied case of a constant electric field.
The poles are located at the zeros of the potential
which, from (7), is the velocity _xþ analytically continued
2 2
3
2
1
1
2
3x plane
FIG. 3 (color online). Top: the two instantons (18) in the
sinusoidal field (17), for r ¼ 1=10; 1=2; 99=100 (expanding
outward). The instantons circulate the electric field maxima
at ωxþ ¼ π=2. Bottom: a projection of the instantons in
xþ–x− space, circulating ωxþ ¼ π=2 and x− ¼ 0, for ω ¼ E
and various r.
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off the loop. Thus our results are consistent with the
Minkowski space worldline description [29], in which
all contributing loops must obey _xþ ≡ 0 (illustrating the
nontrivial role of lightfront zero modes in pair production,
see [24,25,29,41–44] and references therein).
To what extent can this elegant view of pair production
be extended to e.g. time-dependent electric fields EðtÞ, in
which instantons may also be complex and where inter-
ference terms are important [30]? If the instantons con-
tribute as contour integrals then they must circulate a
structure other than a single pole, since the locally constant
approximation does not hold in fields EðtÞ. Given that
solutions of the equations of motion in that case involve a
square root, and given the quantum mechanical complex
instantons of [31], it seems that branch cuts will be relevant.
This is confirmed in [40].
Finally, we hope that the structure we have uncovered
here will be helpful when considering the important and
challenging problem of pair production in electromagnetic
fields with multidimensional inhomogeneities.
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